
We therefore combine:

 Maximum individuality

 The best possible security

 Clear, easy usability

Increase the security in your company with smart furniture 
locks and provide new access codes regularly – that’s not a 
problem for TANmode.

No matter whether cabinets are assigned permanently 
or alternately, TANmode simplifies the administration of 
complex locking systems – no matter whether cabinets are 
assigned permanently or to different users. The intelligent 
software solution is particularly suitable for:

• Offices without fixed workspace allocations
• Changing rooms in sports centers (gyms, fitness

 studios, swimming pools)
• Changing rooms, where cabinets are used by different
 people working different shifts.
• Room safes, such as in hotels
• Lockers and cabinets in Public facilities (schools,
 government offices)
• Shopping centers
• Hospitals or facilities where visitors or customers
 should only have access for a limited period of time
 (for example, airports, train stations, museums)
• Parcel locker

And it can get even easier: no extra cabling or electrical 
installations are needed to use TANmode. Cabinet mo-
dules can be extended individually, simply and quickly.

TANmode can also be the ideal security solution for your 
company!
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NEW:
Parcel locker for the

outdoor area
Protected security and

easy commissioning

In connection with the TANmode software, the miniPAD is the intelligent control 
center of every locker system. Wiring is not mandatory. The new miniPAD IP is 
used in the outdoor locker systems and was specially developed for use in wind 
and weather. It is compatible with all BeCode software products or can be con-
nected to other customer systems via API.



The automated and adjustable random 
code made   by BeCode

Perfect! Our software specialists have developed TAN-
mode precisely for such challenges. In addition to the 
possibility of managing large locking systems indivi-
dually, TANmode also offers an extremely high level of 
security: the automatic codes are realized using 256Bit 
AES encryption. The size of the locking system and 
number of locks to be administered is irrelevant.

 

The innovative TAN method is only available in this 
form from BeCode. The compatible BeCode locks PAD 
and miniPAD are used as hardware; TANmode supple-
ments these as an adjustable software solution. The Be-
Codes are keyless and require the input of an individual 
code per keypad. Optical signals show the users, based 

on the selected settings, whether or not the cabinet in 
question is currently available.

If required, we can develop a special TANmode version 
just for you.

TANmode is the intelligent software 
from BeCode that enables the individual 
management of locking systems: it auto-
matically creates random codes (TANs), 
transmits these to the respective users 
and enables administration online or via 
mobile device.

With TANmode, you can manage complex cabinet and 
locker systems conveniently and easily. The programm-
ing can be adapted to your individual requirements, and 
different product packages offer a wide range of functi-
ons. Our goal: to provide the optimum solution for your 
requirements.

Random codes at the push of a button – locking system 
management that is as safe as possible and as versatile 
as required.

Benefit from the TANmode intelligence:

the more complex the system the higher the level for 
easy administration

TANmode loves challenges, because this is what the 
software was created for:

• Does your company has a large site and decentralized
 units?

• Are the cabinet and locker systems are distributed across
 multiple buildings?

• Do different users have different access rights?

• Do you want to define user groups and assign codes
 individually?

• A lost code should not have the same impact or conse-
 quences as the loss of a key?

The cutting-edge solution for more
security in your company

Perfectly aligned hard and software
from a single source
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